Summer Reading 2016
from the Newton Middle School Librarians

Fantasy

*Demon Catchers of Milan* by Kat Beyer
*Demon King* by Cinda Williams Chima
*Fairy Bad Day* by Amanda Ashby
*Faerie Ring* by Kiki Hamilton
*Girl With Borrowed Wings* by Rinsai Rossetti
*In the Time of Dragon Moon* by Janet Lee Carey
*Scorpio Races* by Maggie Stiefvater
*Six of Crows* by Leigh Bardugo
*Sorrow's Knot* by Erin Bow
*White Cat* by Holly Black

*Incommunicado* by Randall Platt
*Night Divided* by Jennifer Nielsen
*Paper Wishes* by Lois Sepahban
*Somewhere Among* by Annie Donwerth-Chikamatsu
*The War that Saved My Life* by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
*Wolf Hollow* by Lauren Wolk

Science Fiction

*All Our Yesterdays* by Cristin Terrill
*Dove Arising* by Karen Bao
*Glass Arrow* by Kristen Simmons
*Glitch* by Heather Anastasiu
*Icebreaker* by Lian Tanner
*Michael Vey: The Prisoner of Cell 25* by Richard Paul Evans
*Minders* by Michele Jaffe
*Other Side of the Island* by Allegra Goodman
*The Rig* by Joe Ducie
*This Is How It Ends* by Jen Nadol

*Realistic Fiction*

*After Eli* by Rebecca Rupp
*Geek Girl* by Holly Smale
*Half a World Away* by Cynthia Kadohata
*House Arrest* by K.A. Holt
*The Last Boy at St. Edith’s* by Lee Gjertsen Malone
*Orbiting Jupiter* by Gary Schmidt
*Planet Middle School* by Nikki Grimes
*Seventh Most Important Thing* by Shelley Pearsall
*We Are All Made of Molecules* by Susin Nielsen
*Where the Streets Had a Name* by Randa Abdel-Fattah

Horror & Supernatural

*Anna Dressed in Blood* by Kendare Blake
*The Dead Girls of Hysteria Hall* by Katie Alender
*The Dogs* by Allan Stratton
*This Monstrous Thing* by Mackenzi Lee
*Rebel Belle* by Rachel Hawkins

*Sports*

*Booked* by Kwame Alexander
*Soar* by Joan Bauer
*The Walk On* by John Feinstein
*Kid Owner* by Tim Green
*Yard War* by Taylor Kitchings
*Losers Take All* by David Klass
*If You’re Reading This* by Trent Reedy
*Curveball: The Year I Lost My Grip* by Justin Sonnenblick

Historical Fiction

*Audacity* by Melanie Crowder
*A Bandit’s Tale: Muddled Misadventures of a PickPocket* by Deborah Hopkinson
*Full Cicada Moon* by Marilyn Hilton
*Heart of a Champion* by Ellen Schwartz
*If I Ever Get Out of Here* by Eric Gansworth
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Mystery & Adventure
=Beneath= by Roland Smith
=Death Cloud= by Andrew Lane
=Devin Rhodes Is Dead= by Jennifer Wolf Kane
=Fort= by Cynthia DeFelice
=I Am Princess X= by Cherie Priest
=Ink and Ashes= by Valynne Maetani
=Momotaro: Xander and the Lost Island of Monsters= by Margaret Dilloway
=Scarlett Undercover= by Jennifer Latham
=Tokyo Heist= by Diana Renn

Nimona by Noelle Stevenson
Steve Jobs: Insanely Great by Jessie Hartland

Nonfiction
=The Boy on the Wooden Box= by Leon Leyson
=Breakthrough: How Three People Saved "Blue Babies" and Changed Medicine Forever= by Jim Murphy
=How They Croaked: The Awful Ends of the Awfully Famous= by Georgia Bragg.
=Imprisoned: The Betrayal of Japanese Americans During World War II= by Martin W. Sandler
=Josephine: The Dazzling Life of Josephine Baker= by Patricia Hruby Powell
=Quiet Power: The Quiet Strengths of Introverts= by Susan Cain
=Space Junk= by Karen Young

Graphic Novels
=Awkward= by Svetlana Chmakova
=Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans= by Don Brown
=Gotham Academy= by Becky Cloonan et al.
=The Isobel Journal= by Isobel Harrop
=Lumberjanes: Beware the Kitten Holy= by Noelle Stevenson et al.
=Ms. Marvel: No Normal= by G. Willow Wilson
=Nimona= by Noelle Stevenson
=Steve Jobs: Insanely Great= by Jessie Hartland